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DISTRIBUTION, ABUNDANCE, AND SEASONALITY
The coast mole is uncommon to common in humid regions of the northern coast. Optimal habitats are wet
meadow, annual and perennial grassland, montane riparian, and early successional stages of redwood, Douglas-fir,
mixed conifer, and montane
hardwood-conifer forests.
SPECIFIC HABITAT REQUIREMENTS
Feeding: The diet consists of 56-93% earthworms, 16-28% insects, as well as centipedes,
millipedes, small mammals, snails, and slugs (Moore 1933, Glendenning 1959, Whitaker et al.
1979). May eat nearly twice its weight in worms daily. Forages just below the ground
surface, and may make surface runways under snow.
Cover: Like other moles, the coast mole is almost entirely subterranean, living in a system
of shallow burrows.
Reproduction: Nests in a cavity 15 cm (6 in) below the surface, in areas protected from
flooding and surface disturbances. Nests may be buried under brush, tree roots, old
buildings, or along fence rows. Nests are lined with coarse grass.
Water:

Sufficient water is obtained from food, particularly earthworms.

Pattern: Prefers light, moist, friable soils, but will burrow in sand or gravel. Uses dense
woods and brush with a dense litter layer to a greater extent than Townsend's mole. The
number of molehills is related to soil bulk-density, water content and abundance of worms
(Schaefer and Sadleir 1981). Flooding lowers the density of this species.
SPECIES LIFE HISTORY
Activity Patterns: Active yearlong, at any time of day or night, but most activity is diurnal.
More active in winter months, presumably because soil is wetter and looser.
Seasonal Movements/Migration:
areas.

Moles may move away from cultivated fields or flooded

Home Range: Home range estimates include 0.4 ha (1 ac) (Glendenning 1959) and 0.03
ha (0.07 ac) (Schaefer 1982).
Territory: Glendenning (1959) reported territory size of 0.1 ha (0.25 ac). Probably defends
all, or a portion, of the burrow system.

Reproduction: Mates during January to March Young are born in March and April. The
single yearly litter usually consists of 3-4 young. Litter size increases with age of the female,
from 2 (yearlings) to 4 (more than 2 years old). Young leave the nest in May. Six percent of
individuals lived to 3 yr (Glendenning 1959).
Niche: This mole prefers forest to a greater extent than Townsend's mole. Predators
include rubber boas, owls, cats, and dogs (Maser et al. 1981).
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